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Additional information about cover art: In a multidisciplinary display of archival methodologies, Katarzyna Perlak’s *darning and other times* (2022) invites conversations to form between queer and Catholic aesthetics as well as folk practices. Perlak’s commission comprises a series of embellished tablecloths and *pajaki* sculptures (also known as spiders) or traditional Polish paper chandeliers that are hung to protect the home. Continuing to develop a practice the artist refers to as “Tender Crafts,” the works engage traditional folk-craft methods from queer and migrant perspectives.

Perlak’s *darning and other times* was installed as part of the second edition of the London Brent Biennale, entitled *In the House of My Love*. Curated by Eliel Jones in 2022, the Brent Biennale brought together artists and community groups whose works explore the many meanings of homemaking. The Biennale asked how, and why, the act of making home can be a form of resistance and survival within the context of hostile environments—including those of racism, homophobia, ableism, climate catastrophe, and political austerity.